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Advancing Exemplary  
Board Leadership
MISSION
We empower directors and transform 
boards to be future ready.

VISION
Corporate boards are recognized 
as trusted catalysts of economic 
opportunity and positive change—in 
business and in the communities they 
serve.

WHAT WE DO
NACD is the leading member 
organization for corporate directors 
who want to expand their knowledge, 
grow their network, and maximize 
their potential. NACD offers three key 
benefits—education, insights, and 
community. 

EDUCATION INSIGHTS

COMMUNITY
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Meet Our Members 

 

NACD Members

23K+DIRECTORS
ACTIVE

Boards Enrolled

1,700+ BOARDS  
ENROLLED

 16% 10% 
PUBLIC 

COMPANIES
PRIVATE 

COMPANIES
NONPROFIT

72%  

NACD Members Include*

FORTUNE 50 FORTUNE 100 FORTUNE 500 FORTUNE 1000

*Fortune 1000 companies with NACD members serving on the board of directors as of February 2022. 

OF SEGMENT OF SEGMENT OF SEGMENT OF SEGMENT
96% 95% 96% 93%

NACD Full-Board 
Members by

Type of Company

NACD membership comprises more than 23,000 directors from leading public, private, and nonprofit organizations, and 
93 percent of the Fortune 1000. Our members represent the full spectrum of industries and services. Many are experienced 
board leaders. Some are transitioning from highly successful executive careers to a new role in the boardroom. They 
constitute a deeply accomplished and diverse community. Across their demographics, home countries, businesses, and 
industries, they are united in their commitment to elevating board performance.
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Events

CORE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Core learning opportunities include NACD Master Class® 
and Virtual Director Professionalism® courses and topic-
specific events. These events are held around the country in 
five-star locations. Each one attracts between 50 and 100 
leading public company directors.

LEADING MINDS SERIES
The Leading Minds Series are uniquely interactive 
forums for proactive and inquisitive corporate directors. 
Participants will have the opportunity to question America’s 
boardroom experts and top governance gurus, and the key 
takeaways will elevate the board performance of even the 
most seasoned directors.

YEAR-LONG LEARNING PROGRAMS
Recognizing the need for directors to invest in continuing 
learning in a rapidly changing business environment, NACD 
offers year-long education programs on pressing board-
level issues that demand new approaches and practices. 
The 12-month curriculum of our Continuous Learning 
Cohorts includes peer exchanges, interactive workshops, 
and director briefings.
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NACD Summit

For more than 30 years, directors have gathered at the 
annual NACD Summit to learn, be inspired, dialogue with 
peers, and seek to collectively address the most critical 
issues facing businesses and boards today.  NACD Summit 
has become the world’s largest and most significant 
corporate governance forum, attracting thousands of 
board members from around the globe each year.  For any 
director seeking world-class education and networking, it is 
a can’t-miss event.  Here’s what you can expect from NACD 
Summit 2022:

• Hear inspiring keynotes and deep-dive panel 
discussions from prestigious directors, CEOs, and 
thought leaders on topics like ESG, cybersecurity, and 
human capital oversight.

• Engage in highly interactive session formats like our 
signature “Ask the Experts” sessions and “Focus Forums.”

• Make meaningful connections with an unmatched 
network of directors and governance experts in sessions 
and at curated receptions and dining experiences.

• Benefit from face time with dedicated NACD advisors 
and strategic partners in a state-of-the-art exhibit hall.

• Discover leading-edge practices to enhance board 
effectiveness and actively take part in shaping the 
future of exemplary board leadership.

Join your director peers to experience NACD Summit 2022, 
which will be offered virtually and in-person at the Gaylord 
National Resort and Convention Center in National Harbor, 
MD, October 8-11.
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NACD Awards

NACD DIRECTORSHIP 100
The annual NACD Directorship 100 Awards program is the leading event recognizing directors who serve as role models in 
promoting exceptional board leadership, oversight, and courage in the boardroom. Honors include the B. K. West Lifetime 
Achievement Award and Directors of the Year for private, public, and nonprofit entities. 

NACD DE&I AWARDS
The annual NACD Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Awards 
highlight forward-thinking boards that leverage the 
power of diversity, equity, and inclusion to enhance 
their governance and create long-term value for their 
organizations and stakeholders.
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NACD Programs

NACD DIRECTORSHIP CERTIFICATION®

For decades, NACD has raised the bar in corporate 
governance. Now, we are helping directors to set 
new standards of excellence for themselves and their 
organizations through NACD Directorship Certification — 
the nation’s premier accreditation that positions them to 
meet the biggest boardroom challenges and an ongoing 
education program that will prepare them for what’s next.

NACD ACCELERATETM

NACD Accelerate™ is a two-year program designed from 
the ground up to prepare the next generation of board 
leaders—offering dedicated executives the tools, support, 
and resources to take their first steps on the road to their 
NACD Directorship Certification®, and ultimately to position 
themselves for future board service.
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Digital Resources

NACDONLINE.ORG
This is the destination for daily information affecting 
strategy, risk, and governance. This constantly updated 
knowledge base spans committee-specific leading 
practices; comment letters to rulemakers; research based 
on proprietary data, including surveys of public, private, and 
nonprofit boards; director compensation reports; director 
education events; webcasts; and much more.

RESOURCE CENTERS
NACD resource centers are online portals curating our 
most relevant and up-to-date content about key board 
governance and business issues. Here you will find practical 
guidance, tools, and analyses tailored to the full board and 
relevant committees. 

NACD BOARDTALK 
NACD BoardTalk is a leading forum where directors and 
subject-matter experts discuss emerging and continuing 
trends in the corporate governance space. This resource is 
free and viewable to all governance enthusiasts who visit 
the blog on blog.nacdonline.org, making it an ideal means 
of engaging readers. Your message will be shared with 
our members via NACD Directors Daily and on other digital 
platforms as appropriate.

NACD DIGITAL NEWSLETTERS
	z NACD Directors Daily® is an exclusive NACD member 
benefit. This highly informative e-newsletter, delivered 
each business morning, summarizes and links to the most 
director-centric news stories and insights. 

	z NACD Private Company Directorship explores the 
boardroom implications of current issues. This newly 
launched biweekly e-newsletter is delivered to 
subscribers every other Sunday morning. 

WEBINARS AND DIGITAL EDUCATION
NACD virtual learning programs offer convenient and 
comprehensive education for current and aspiring 
boardroom leaders. NACD currently offers four 
complimentary webinar series designed to help directors 
stay abreast of emerging governance issues. In addition, 
NACD offers top-tier educational programs for directors 
that enhance their knowledge of governance best practices.
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BLUE RIBBON COMMISSION INITIATIVE
NACD convenes a Blue Ribbon Commission to make 
recommendations on an issue in need of guidance. 
Drawing on the perspectives of experienced board 
leaders, governance professionals, and stakeholders, 
each Commission proposes principles and practices 
intended to advance boardroom leadership on 
issues of the day, which culminate in a report. In the 
past 40 years, NACD Blue Ribbon Commissions have 
studied diversity and inclusion, building a strategic-
asset board, cybersecurity, and atypical risks.

ADVISORY COUNCILS
NACD brings committee chairs from Fortune 500 companies 
together with regulators, investors, and other stakeholders 
periodically through our six advisory councils—one each for 
chairs of audit, compensation, and nominating/governance 
committees; and risk oversight, lead director and general 
council advisory councils. Insights from the six councils are 
published and shared with all NACD members. 

GOVERNANCE SURVEYS
NACD conducts an annual survey of US public company 
and private company board members to explore and track 
current practices and opinions on cutting-edge governance 
topics. The findings are published in four separate reports 
that provide insights to members about how their practices 
compare to those of other boards. 

DIRECTOR’S HANDBOOK SERIES
NACD is continually building and updating an inventory 
of handbooks, guides, and toolkits on a variety of topics 
ranging from cybersecurity to navigating the first year of 
directorship.   

DIRECTOR ESSENTIALS
Director Essentials are foundational guides that offer a short 
overview of core information for board members on specific 
governance issues, including board responsibilities and 
structure, activist investors, regulations and standards, and 
board operations.

NACD Insights
Partner on proprietary thought leadership, guidance, and practical tools 
ranging from governance primers to handbooks that inform board practices. 
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Directorship
The official magazine for NACD members delivers the most compelling 
analysis, analytics, expert insights, and stories. 

DEPARTMENTS
The roster of our magazine’s columns speaks to the many 
facets of the experience of being a director. Each issue 
features regular columns to advance the knowledge of 
directors whether they serve on nonprofit, private, or small-
cap company boards. They include The Director’s Chair, an 
essay for directors by a director; Director’s Dilemma, which 
offers a specific governance scenario that is broken down 
by three directors and governance professionals who offer 
solutions; and Readings, a column that suggests the best 
books directors should read about a given topic. These 
short-form articles deliver large-scale insights. 

FEATURES
Magazine features provide in-depth explorations of 
those topics at the forefront of today’s directors’ minds. 
Recurring themes include leadership; innovation; 
the impact of technology; talent management; and 
the social, business, geopolitical, and emerging 
risks most likely to impact boardrooms.

BOARDROOM GUIDES
These feature-length editorial packages provide in-depth 
explorations of some of the thorniest issues facing directors 
today, be it understanding the business implications of 
blockchain, navigating the complicated world of stakeholder 
communications, or how to approach CEO succession and 
compensation.

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS
The magazine is accompanied by at least three special 
supplements over the course of the year. Two editions of 
Board Perspectives on Risk are laser focused on the latest 
issues affecting risk oversight. In addition, The Power of 
Difference, an exclusively online editorial package, features 
directors and subject-matter experts who offer their 
perspectives on the ways in which sustainable business 
depends on diversity of thought and experience. 

Directorship magazine is the go-to  
resource for emerging issues and trends.  
It informs my thinking and what questions  

I should be asking in my boardrooms.
         READER TESTIMONIAL

“
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2022 Editorial Calendar 
Issue 
Date Issue Content Content 

Due
Ad  

Close

Ad  
Materials 

Due

Mail  
Date

Digital 
Edition

WINTER 

Risks and Trends in the Year Ahead 

The short- and long-term risks directors should be watching on 
multiple fronts—legal, regulatory, geopolitical, technological, and 
more.

12.03.21 01.17.22 01.24.22 02.14.22 02.14.22

SPRING

The 2022 NACD Directorship 100

The sixteenth collection of the most influential people in corporate 
governance. Plus: CEO succession planning post-pandemic. How 
have we changed our views of what it takes to lead a company 
through crisis?

02.18.22 04.18.22 04.25.22 05.16.22 05.16.22

SUMMER

Governance Game Changers and the Shifting Capital Markets

How are the rules of corporate governance changing and who 
are the influencers? This issue will zero in on the investors—activist, 
retail, and more—and other individuals and organizations shaking 
things up.  Plus: The future of human capital management, and 
moving from board diversity to board inclusion.

05.20.22 07.18.22 07.25.22 08.15.22 08.15.22

Power of Difference (Digital Only) 08.02.22 09.01.22 09.08.22 — 09.21.22

FALL

Private Company Governance

What distinguishes private from public company governance 
and what is the impact of private equity, hedge funds, and 
other ownership structures on corporate governance? To whom 
do directors of private companies really report? Plus: A look 
at the largest private companies’ independent directors.

08.19.22 10.17.22 10.24.22 11.14.22 11.14.22

The State of the American Boardroom  (Digital Only) 11.01.22 12.20.22 01.03.23 — 01.16.23

WINTER 
2023

The Coming Year in Governance

A look ahead for boards of public, private, and nonprofit firms.
11.19.22 01.16.23 01.23.23 02.13.23 02.13.23
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Print Ad Specifications  
and Rates
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
PRINTING Web Offset

BINDING Perfect Bound

FINAL TRIM SIZE Width 9” x Height 10  7/8” 
Live Area 8 5/8” x 10 1/2” (3/8” from trim)

SUBMISSION INFORMATION 
Files must be high-resolution PDFs. Please include all 
images at 300 ppi or higher. Convert all PMS colors to their 
CMYK equivalents—no RGB or spot colors.

Submit ads and questions via email to Corey McAuliffe at  
cmcauliffe@nacdonline.org 

Please Note: Publisher reserves the right to 
change rates at any time.

Circulation rate base: 20,000

Ad Size Trim Non-Bleed Bleed

2-Page Spread 18” × 10 7⁄8” 17 1⁄2” × 10 3⁄8” 18 1⁄2” × 111⁄8”

Single Page 9” × 10 7⁄8” 8 1⁄2” × 10 3⁄8” 9 1⁄4” × 111⁄8”

2/3 Page  (vertical) 6” × 10 7⁄8” 4 7⁄8” × 10 3⁄8” 5 13⁄16” × 111⁄8”

1/2 Page  (vertical) 4 1⁄2” × 10 7⁄8” 4” × 10 3⁄8” 4 5⁄8” × 111⁄8”

1/2 Page  (horizontal) 9” × 5 7/16” 8 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄8” 9 1⁄4” x  5 5⁄8” 

1/3 Page  (vertical) 3” × 10 7⁄8” 2 3⁄8” × 10 3⁄8” 3 3⁄16” × 111⁄8”

The Power of Difference online supplement

Single page 8 1⁄2” × 11” 8x101/2 8 3⁄4” × 111/4”

SUPPLEMENTS
For pricing and details, contact Christopher Flock at  571-367-3696 or cflock@nacdonline.org.

DIMENSIONS Standard sizes up to 9” × 10 7⁄8”

PAPER WEIGHTS Up to 70 lb. Heavier pieces or nonstandard sizes will be priced individually.

4-COLOR RATES

1X 4X 6X 12X

Full Page $13,900 $11,740 $11,450 $10,340

2/3 Page $11,040 $9,340 $8,530 $8,000

1/2 Page $9,120 $7,830 $7,300 $6,950

1/3 Page $6,950 $5,840 $5,560 $5,200
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Partnership Contacts

NACD CORPORATE OFFICE
1515 N. Courthouse Road Suite 1200
Arlington, VA 22201
571-367-3700

CHRISTOPHER FLOCK 
SENIOR MANAGER, PARTNER 
RELATIONS (CORPORATE) 
Arlington, VA 
571-367-3696 
cflock@NACDonline.org

GREG GRIFFITH 
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF 
PARTNERSHIPS AND 
CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT 
Arlington, VA 
770-330-5805 
ggriffith@NACDonline.org

COREY MCAULIFFE 
PARTNER RELATIONS COORDINATOR 
Arlington, VA 
571-367-3697 
cmcauliffe@NACDonline.org

MARI CANIZALES 
SENIOR MANAGER, 
PARTNER RELATIONS 
Arlington, VA 
571-216-1806 
mcanizales@NACDonline.org

DEBORAH MOSER 
PARTNER RELATIONS COORDINATOR 
Arlington, VA 
571-367-3700 
dmoser@NACDonline.org
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2022 Program  
Calendar Highlights
DATE LOCATION PROGRAM

February 8 Virtual Cybersecurity Continuous Learning Cohort  
Director Briefing III

February 16 Virtual The State of the American Boardroom

February 23 Virtual Digital Transformation Continuous Learning Cohort 
Workshop

February 24 Virtual Director Candidacy Learning Series Part I
March 8-9 Laguna Beach, CA NACD Master Class®

March 24 Virtual Digital Transformation Continuous Learning Cohort 
Director Briefing III

TBD Virtual DE&I Program
March 30 Washington, DC Leading Minds Series Compensation*
March 31–April 1 Virtual Climate Continuous Learning Cohort 
April 6 Virtual Private Company Governance Learning Series
April 26 Virtual Director Candidacy Learning Series Part II
May 4 Virtual Climate Continuous Learning Cohort Director Briefing I
May 17 Dallas, TX Human Capital Symposium
May 18 Dallas, TX Advancing Board Committee Effectiveness
June 6–7 Washington, DC Battlefield to Boardroom
June 8 Virtual Climate Continuous Learning Cohort Workshop
June 22 New York, NY Directorship 100 Gala
June 22 New York, NY Leading Minds Series Cybersecurity*
July 26 Virtual Director Candidacy Learning Series Part III
August 9 Virtual Private Company Governance Learning Series
August 24 Rancho Palo Verdes, CA Leading Minds Series M&A*
August 25 Virtual Finance Continuous Learning Cohort 
September 14 Virtual Climate Continuous Learning Cohort Director Briefing II
October 8–11 National Harbor, MD NACD Summit
October 25 Virtual Private Company Governance Learning Series
November 2 Virtual Climate Continuous Learning Cohort Director Briefing III
November 3 Virtual Finance Continuous Learning Cohort Workshop
November 29 Virtual Director Candidacy Learning Series Part IV
December 6 Virtual Private Company Governance Learning Series
December 13 Scottsdale, AZ Leading Minds Series Governance*
December 14-15 Scottsdale, AZ NACD Master Class®

Your schedule Virtual Virtual Director Professionalism®

Your schedule Virtual Cyber-Risk Oversight Certificate Course

*Request Invitation The program calendar is subject to minor change.


